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Art

And the Winner Is…

The Academy Awards is an event full of expectation. Before the red carpet is even rolled out, rumors start, 
reaching their culmination when nominations are announced for the four main categories: Best Picture, 
Director, Actress and Actor. There is really nothing comparable in the world of art (apart maybe from the Turner 
Prize in the 1990s). Today’s prizes, even the most prestigious ones, hardly stir up a true competitive spirit, but 
follow rituals that are far from any over the top pomp, and the art “subsidies” they grant are not that lavish.
This fall, however, the art world gets its very own awards ceremony. American artist Rob Pruitt, a conceptual 
artist with an ironic and irreverent pop sensitivity, under the aegis of New York’s Guggenheim will introduce 
the first edition of an annual exhibition called “The First Annual Art Awards.” Represented by an unserious 
3-D blockbuster-style logo and ambiguously suspended amid the status of independent work, divertissement 
and proper exhibition, the project is based on a selection process entrusted to a true “Academy” composed 
of more than four hundred insiders who select four candidates for each of the following categories: Lifetime 
Achievement Award, Artist of the Year, Solo Show of the Year (Museum), Group Show of the Year (Museum), Solo 
Show of the Year (Gallery), Group Show of the Year (Gallery), Curator of the Year, Writer of the Year, New Artist of 
the Year, The Rob Pruitt Award, Exhibition Outside the U.S. (Solo or Group, Museum or Gallery). The first edition 
culminates with an awards ceremony on 29 October—cast your ballots, all bets are open. (Cristina Travaglini)
 
www.guggenheim.org/new-york

ArCHiteCture

Open City: Designing 
Coexistence

Rotterdam’s inclination towards architecture is no 
secret. Since the 1980s, the city has initiated an 
intense architecture policy that has re-designed its 
skyline—a transformation covered by international 
publications, dubbing the project as one centered 
on “innovation” and “ liveability.” It doesn’t come as a 
surprise that one of the most interesting architecture 
biennials takes place in the water-framed city.
After “Mobility” (2003), “The Flood”(2005) and 
“Power” (2007), the theme of this year’s edition 
seems perfectly in line with the spirit the city 
has been governed with. “Open City: Designing 
Coexistence” questions how architects and city 
planners help improve the life of citizens. Built 
around six themes and corresponding locales—
Community (USA), Collective (Russia), Refuge 
(Istanbul, Beirut, Amman, Cairo, Dubai), Squat 
(Addis Ababa, Sao Paolo), Reciprocity (Jakarta), 
The Make-able Society (Rotterdam)—the biennial, 
curated by Kees Christiaanse, consists of three 
exhibitions. The main exhibition takes place at the 
Netherlands Architecture Institute, while “Parallel 
Cases,” a project looking at the biennial’s central 
concerns in light of institutional and academic 
production, is held at the RDM Campus in 
Rotterdam-Heijplaat in South Rotterdam. The final 
element of the biennial, in addition to numerous 
accompanying events, is the exhibition “The Free 
State of Amsterdam,” with which the biennial, for 
the first time, widens its field beyond the city’s 
borders to reach the capital city of Amsterdam with 
a program extending to urban design agencies’ 
practices. (Cristina Travaglini)

www.biennalerotterdam.nl
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Navigating the Maze: Frieze and More

The labyrinth that is London rarely leaves you hitting a wall; rather each turn reveals a different nook or 
cranny, more to explore. For the month of October, the labyrinth’s nucleus is at Regent Park, Frieze Art Fair’s 
home base. Additions to the main fair like Frame, young international galleries presenting solo shows, and 
Frieze Projects, seven commissioned projects by artists including Ryan Gander and Per-Oskar Leu (whose 
post-mortem Kafka book signing will be a first for the 126 year-old author), create an environment in which 
movement within fair walls is never backtracking. A microcosm of the city labyrinth, Frieze is only one 
of the many exhibitions to seek out. “Radical Nature,” a Barbican group show looking at utopian designs, 
environmental art and experimental architecture, includes work by Buckminster Fuller, Hans Haacke and 
Simon Starling, among others. While at Barbican, go underground to view Robert Kusmirowski’s WWII 
bunker replica—part of an oeuvre focusing on tension between personal memory and collective history. 
Fellow Polish artist, Miroslaw Balka, whose work at Tate Modern is the tenth Unilever commission at Turbine 
Hall, engages with similar memory/memorial-based themes through a historical-religious lens.  Stay put for 
Tate’s John Baldessari solo show and “Pop Life,” a group show circling the concept of artist-as-brand. A clear 
sign of Poland’s rise on the international art radar, Paulina Olowska—one of four Polish artists exhibiting 
in the city this month—curates “Head-Wig (Portrait of an Exhibition)” at Camden Arts Centre, based on 
what Olowska has termed “perceptual ambiguity.” Also in the maze are three London-based artists—Tariq 
Alvi, Eva Rotschild and Rosalind Nashashibi—showing at Chisenhale, Tate Britain and ICA, respectively. 
Alvi and Rotschild both present large-scale installations, the latter filling the Tate’s nearly 70 meter-long 
space for the Duveens Commission. Tate Britain also hosts the Turner Prize exhibition, whose nominees are: 
Enrico David, Roger Hiorns, Lucy Skaer and Richard Wright (the winner will be announced on 7 December 
2009). And there’s more! Two shows whose structures are journeys in and of themselves are Sophie Calle at 
Whitechapel and Gustav Metzger at Serpentine. Finally, find your way to Omer Fast’s installation at the South 
London Gallery and Zoo 2009, a multi-part art fair weaving through Shoreditch with curated exhibitions by 
FormContent, LUX, Studio Voltaire and Rob Tufnell. (Leah Whitman-Salkin)

www.friezeartfair.com
www.barbican.org.uk
www.tate.org.uk
www.camdenartscentre.org
www.chisenhale.org.uk
www.ica.org.uk
www.whitechapelgallery.org
www.serpentinegallery.org
www.southlondongallery.org
www.zooartenterprises.com
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Sculpture of the Space Age

An unfinished project is not always the result of 
failure. Sometimes the project itself is not ready 
for conclusion or it may require a stand-by period 
in view of better conditions in the future. The 
exhibition “Sculpture of the Space Age” at the 
David Roberts Art Foundation by guest-curator 
Raimundas Malasauskas is based upon such 
temporal ambivalences.
In a 1984 short story, J.G. Ballard introduced an 
anecdote about an exhibition that would have taken 
place at London’s Serpentine Gallery with the title 
“Sculpture of the Space Age.” After 25 years, the 
fictional project is still shrouded in mystery. During 
the early 1990s, British artists Graham Gussin and 
Jeremy Millar tried to understand a little more, 
even asking Ballard himself for advice. They went 
so far as to nearly (re)open the exhibition in the 
same spaces as it would have taken place, but the 
project was never completed.
Following the exhibition’s history of near-realization, 
Malasauskas invited four artists to collaborate in 
pairs—Mario Garcia Torres with Ryan Gander, 
Gintaras Didziapetris with Rosalind Nashashibi—to 
create what was and what never was, to work at a 
new (and also first-time)  “Sculpture of the Space 
Age.” A parallel events program, “The Object of 
the Attack,” will develop similar themes through 
installations first by Reto Pulfer and later, Patrizio Di 
Massimo, ending with Roman Ondak. The program 
also includes performances and interventions by, 
among others, Miriam Cahn, Stefano Calligaro, 
Sidsel Christensen and Ben Judd, Hans-Peter 
Feldmann, Clare Gasson, Graham Gussin and 
Jeremy Millar, Pierre Huyghe, Chosil Kil, Lars 
Laumann, Maria Loboda, Alexandre Singh and Ian 
Wilson. (Francesco Pedraglio)

www.davidrobertsartfoundation.com

rosalind nashashibi
Eyeballing (film still), 2005
Abbey 1, 2005
All images courtesy: doggerfisher, 
edinburgh and stOre, London

reto Pulfer, zr Öswaus Ofaz & rad, 2008
Courtesy: the artist and Balice 
Hertling, Paris

© george Brugmans/iABr

rob Pruitt, esprit de Corps: Bench Marc, 2006
Courtesy: galleria franco noero, turin and 

gavin Brown's enterprise, new york
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